
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
P R E S S   R E L E A S E  
 
 
SKOTTI - The one and only collapsible gas grill  
 
Winner of the 2019 Red Dot Award in Product Design / No tools or charcoal necessary - 
an easy-to-use portable BBQ 
 
Meerbusch / Germany. SKOTTI is small, light-weight and different from all other portable grills. 
That’s what the first-ever flat-pack gas grill is called. It was created only a few months ago and 
has been making friends worldwide ever since.  
 
SKOTTI is for anyone who enjoys delicious BBQ meals outdoors — on the balcony, in the 
woods, in the park or at the beach. It has never been so easy! The grill can be assembled in just 
a few moments, weighs only three kilograms, fits in any hiking backpack and goes into the 
dishwasher after use. All nine parts are made of stainless steel, and the bag that comes with it 
is washable waxed canvas, which can also be used as a support surface for the grill. The bag is 
trimmed with hook-and-loop fasteners, so no excess grease ever drips out after it’s used. 
(Cartridges with screw threads are required and available worldwide for gas operation.1 If you 
don’t have a gas cartridge, you can also use wood or charcoal to heat SKOTTI up, just leave 
aside the burner pipe and baffle plate.)  
 
SKOTTI was Christian Battel’s idea. He invented the grill during an afternoon at a lake with his 
family. He thought, “Wouldn't it be great to BBQ anytime, anywhere? If there was a grill that 
didn't weigh much and could be assembled in a minute? One that doesn’t leave trash  and 
embers at the site? One that makes sausages fast for hungry kids and doesn’t create a lot of 
fire and smoke? Oh, that doesn’t exist? Well, I’ll build one then!” This is how Christian, who is an 
adventurer and outdoor enthusiast with a degree in fitness management, got down to work. 
Skotti was designed with the help of experts, who persevered and devoted attention to 
Christian’s idea. The final result was SKOTTI, which the team named after Christian Battel’s 
beloved first dog.  
 
“We got many positive e-mails, calls and comments: SKOTTI receives the highest scores for its 
simple handling, its unrivaled mulitifunctionality and its cool design. What hikers, bikers, city 
dwellers and VW van travelers all like best is that they can grill anywhere without much effort. 
Our clients also like that it is a green alternative to disposable grills,” says Christian Battel.  
 
SKOTTI is safe, easy-to-use and innovative. Its design is excellent and it’s lightweight, portable 
and high-quality at the same time. That’s why the jury was convinced and awarded SKOTTI the 
Red Dot award for Product Design in 2019, one of the most prestigious design competitions in 
the world.  
 
Buy SKOTTI at www.skotti-grill.eu for 159 euros. You can also personalize your SKOTTI with 
laser engravings for 179 euros and make it unique.  
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1 SKOTTI may only be used with a commercial propane/butane gas mixture according to DIN 417 norm 
with proper screw threads up to 500 grams.  
 


